Are you connected?
Network deployments have significantly changed over the past decade. Organizations are embracing mobile and
multicloud, as well as IoT and edge computing, leading to gaps in your security defense. Not good news when…

Threats are getting more
advanced, increasing the
pressure to keep pace.

Threats are growing in number and
frequency, and human security teams
are trying to defend against everything.

Enterprises can’t recruit enough
people to maintain sufficient
security standards.

Modern security must keep up. A number of highly effective security technologies are available today,
but having too many tools and solutions, many of which are siloed, is becoming harder to manage.
An organization in maintenance mode will struggle to keep up with the constant barrage of evolving,
complex attacks. That organization is better served by a strategy that makes security a priority,
aims to stay a step ahead of the threats, and turns cyber protection into a business advantage.
With Juniper Connected Security, you can see the threats you must respond to,
identify high priority threats and provide automated protection.

See what’s happening

Automate security coverage

Protect your organization

Identify who and what is on the network
in real-time through deep, network-layer
visibility and insight into threat activity.

Seamless integration with networking
devices and third-party security tools ensures
consistent policy and enables dynamic network
adaption to protect against new attacks.

Co-ordinated detection stops threats,
from endpoint to edge and every cloud
in-between.

By having a connected operating environment, with multiple
points of enforcement throughout the network, you can
effectively safeguard users, applications and infrastructure.

FIND OUT MORE

Extend security to all points of connection across your network.
See, automate, and protect with Juniper Connected Security.
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